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Abstract
Cloud computing oﬀers massively scalable, elastic resources (e.g., data, computing power, and services) over the
internet from remote data centres to the consumers. The growing market penetration, with an evermore diverse
provider and service landscape, turns Cloud computing marketplaces a highly competitive one. In this highly
competitive and distributed service environment, the assurances are insuﬃcient for the consumers to identify the
dependable and trustworthy Cloud providers.
This paper provides a landscape and discusses incentives and hindrances to adopt Cloud computing from Cloud
consumers’ perspective. Due to these hindrances, potential consumers are not sure whether they can trust the Cloud
providers in oﬀering dependable services. Trust-aided uniﬁed evaluation framework by leveraging trust and
reputation systems can be used to assess trustworthiness (or dependability) of Cloud providers. Hence, cloud-related
speciﬁc parameters (QoS+) are required for the trust and reputation systems in Cloud environments. We identify the
essential properties and corresponding research challenges to integrate the QoS+ parameters into trust and
reputation systems. Finally, we survey and analyse the existing trust and reputation systems in various application
domains, characterizing their individual strengths and weaknesses. Our work contributes to understanding 1) why
trust establishment is important in the Cloud computing landscape, 2) how trust can act as a facilitator in this context
and 3) what are the exact requirements for trust and reputation models (or systems) to support the consumers in
establishing trust on Cloud providers.
Keywords: Cloud computing, Cloud taxonomy, Trust evaluation, Reputation system, Trust management, Trust
models

Introduction
Cloud computing oﬀers dynamic, scalable, shared, and
elastic resources (e.g., computing power, storage, software,
etc.) over the internet from remote data centres to the
users (e.g., business organizations, government authorities, individuals, etc.). The opportunities aﬀorded by cloud
computing are too attractive for the consumers (which we
also refer to as “customers”) to ignore in today’s highly
competitive service environments (which we also refer to
as “marketplaces”). The way to realizing these opportunities, however, is not free of obstacles.
The highly distributed and non-transparent nature of
cloud computing represents a considerable obstacle to the
acceptance and market success of cloud services. Potential
users of these services often feel that they lose control over
*Correspondence: sheikh.habib@cased.de
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Germany

their data and they are not sure whether cloud providers
can be trusted. Particularly, they are concerned and confused about the capabilities of Cloud providers [1]. Additionally, a recent survey [2], conducted among more than
3000 Cloud consumers from 6 countries, shows that 84%
of the consumers are concerned about their data storage location and 88% of the consumers worry about who
has access to their data. The business market is growing
rapidly with new players entering the Cloud computing marketplaces and it is expected that Cloud providers
are going to compete for customers by providing services with similar primary functionality. However, there
can be huge diﬀerences regarding the provided quality level of those services. Thus, there will be a need
to reliably identify the dependable service providers in
such a competitive marketplace [3]. The ability to do so
will establish conﬁdence of the consumers in adopting
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cloud-based services and support consumers in selecting
the appropriate service providers.
Similar issues of establishing trust and conﬁdence are
already known from the Internet of Services (as well as
from P2P and eCommerce). Trust and reputation (TR)
systems [4] are successfully used in numerous application
scenarios to support users in identifying the dependable
(or trustworthy) providers, e.g., on eBay, Amazon, and
app markets for mobile applications. Related concepts
are needed to support customers in selecting appropriate trustworthy Cloud providers. Industry experts and
academic researchers have already coined the need for
regulation, monitoring and trust establishment in the
Cloud computing environments, as outlined exemplarily
in the following. The need for a third party assurance
body to accredit Cloud providers is mentioned in [5]. In
[6], the author has discussed ways for evaluating the service quality of Cloud providers based on parameters like
response time, availability and elasticity. A recent article
[1] has highlighted the challenges and given an outline
of solutions using emerging technologies for establishing
trust in Cloud computing. Another article [7] has discussed several security and privacy challenges in Cloud
computing environments and suggested considering a
trust-based framework for supporting adaptive policy
integration. Additionally, a number of research articles
aimed at revealing security weaknesses [8,9], providing
security guidance [10], and giving recommendations [11]
regarding Cloud computing. Most of the articles mentioned above outline diﬀerent challenges and possible
solutions or recommendations regarding security, privacy,
and trust issues in Cloud computing. However, there are
only a few research articles that focus on the evaluation
of Cloud providers or on ﬁnding appropriate solutions to
establish conﬁdence and trust between the consumers and
the Cloud providers. We focus on this particular issue in
this paper.
This article is the ﬁrst survey focusing on the hindrances
for adopting Cloud computing and how the trust concepts can support the consumers in overcoming these
hindrances. Our work contributes to the understanding
of why trust establishment is important in the Cloud
computing landscape, how trust can act as a facilitator
in this context to overcome the hindrances and what
are the exact requirements for the trust and reputation
models (or systems) in Cloud environments to support
the consumers in establishing trust on Cloud providers.
Particularly:
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of a healthcare provider (a potential Cloud consumer)
we identiﬁed the limitations of these trends.
3. We classify the QoS+ [12] parameters (in the sense of
consumers’ requirements) in terms of their
information sources (based on the Cloud taxonomy)
and approaches (based on the current trends) to
derive the information.
4. We identiﬁed the required properties of TR models
in Cloud environments for integrating the QoS+
parameters and outline the corresponding challenges.
5. We characterize the existing TR models and systems
based on the essential properties. We also discuss
each model’s and system’s strengths and weaknesses
based on the property characterization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
“Cloud computing landscape” gives a brief introduction
to Cloud computing. Section “Adoption of cloud computing” brieﬂy depicts the incentives and hindrances to adopt
Cloud computing and discusses how trust concepts is
used to mitigate those hindrances. Section “Trust in cloud
computing” describes the importance of trust concepts
for service provider selection with an example and analyse the current trends for trust establishment. Section “TR
models for cloud marketplaces: requirements and challenges” provides a list of relevant parameters (i.e., QoS+)
and required properties along with their corresponding challenges for trust models in Cloud environments.
Section “Survey and analysis of TR Systems/Models”
surveys and analyses the existing trust models and systems. Finally, we present our concluding remarks in
Section “Conclusions”.

Cloud computing landscape
This section describes the landscape of Cloud computing from our perspective. In particular, it illustrates the
building blocks and a taxonomy of Cloud computing.
Cloud computing building blocks

The basic building blocks of Cloud computing are illustrated in the following three sub-sections named:
• Service delivery models,
• Service deployment models, and
• Cloud entities
Before describing the building blocks, we give a brief
overview of Cloud computing.
Deﬁnition

1. We propose a Cloud taxonomy to provide a clear idea
about the involved players, their roles and oﬀerings as
well as the diversity of Cloud marketplaces in general.
2. We classify the current trends of trust establishment
in Cloud computing. By analysing them in the context

Deﬁning Cloud computing stringently has not been
an easy task in IT industry. However, IBM, Forrester
Research, NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) and ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) came up with concrete deﬁnitions
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[11,13,14]. While these deﬁnitions show a signiﬁcant
degree of overlap, each leaves out one or another attribute
that the others demand and which we consider essential
in order to deﬁne Cloud computing clearly. Thus, we propose to deﬁne Cloud computing by adopting those existing
deﬁnitions as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (Cloud Computing). Cloud computing is
a computing paradigm that involves data and/or computation outsourcing over the network (Intranet or Internet) based on virtualization and distributed computing
techniques, especially fulﬁlling the following ﬁve special
attributes:
1. Multitenancy or sharing of resources: Multiple users
share resources at the network, host and application
level.
2. Elasticity: Users can rapidly increase or decrease
their resources (e.g., computing, storage, bandwidth,
and etc.) whenever they need.
3. Broad network of access: Resources can be accessed
from heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms
(e.g., smartphones, notebooks, PDAs, and etc.)
4. Pay-as-you-go feature: Users pay only what they use
in terms of computing cycles or usage duration.
5. On-demand self-provisioning of resources: Users can
provision the resources on self-service basis
whenever they want.
Service delivery models

Cloud computing enables and facilitates the provisioning of numerous kinds and diverse ﬂavours of services.
It is however possible to group these services as per the
mode of their delivery. According to the NIST [14], Cloud
services are delivered within three types of delivery models which are SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. Aside from these
three categories, three further service delivery models
have been introduced in a distinguished talk by industry
expert Stephen Hanna of Juniper Networks [15]. Adopting all these categories, Cloud service delivery models are
categorized in six types which are Software as a Service
(SaaS), Data as a Service (DaaS), Network as a Service
(NaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Identity and Policy
Management as a Service (IPMaaS), and Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS). For further details regarding speciﬁc
delivery models we refer the readers to [14,15].
Deployment models

Cloud deployment models are basically categorized into
four diﬀerent types [14] based on speciﬁc requirements
of the consumers. These are: Public Cloud, Private Cloud,
Community Cloud, and Hybrid Cloud. For further details,
we refer the readers to [14].
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Cloud entities

Cloud providers and consumers are the two primary entities in the business market. However, aside from these,
brokers and resellers are two other emerging entities in
Cloud computing market [12]. Recently, NIST has mentioned Cloud Auditors and Cloud Carriers as further two
entities (or actors) in their updated reference architecture
of Cloud computing [16]. The diﬀerent types of Cloud
entities are brieﬂy discussed in the following.

Cloud Providers (CPs) Cloud providers host and manage the underlying infrastructure and oﬀer Cloud services
(e.g., SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS) to consumers, service brokers or resellers. Note that Cloud Brokers (CBs), Cloud
Resellers (CRs), and Cloud Consumers (CCs) may act
as CPs in certain contexts, which are discussed in the
following sections.
Cloud Brokers (CBs) Generally, two types of brokers
in a Cloud market can be distinguished. Firstly, there
are brokers that concentrate on negotiating relationships
between consumers and providers without owning or
managing the Cloud infrastructure. They provide, for
example, consultancy services to the potential CCs for
moving their IT resources into a suitable Cloud. Secondly,
there are brokers that add extra services on top of a CPs’
infrastructure / platform / software to enhance and secure
the Cloud environment for the consumers. For example,
a broker might oﬀer identity and access management service on top of CP’s basic service oﬀerings to consumers.
As an example, such a broker may develop APIs in order to
make Cloud services interoperable and portable. In both
cases, the broker act as a CP that oﬀer value added or
bundled services to the CCs. DaaS, IPMaaS and NaaS are
three types of service delivery models that oﬀer services
on top of other services (e.g., SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS). Thus,
the CPs, that oﬀer add-on services (e.g., DaaS, IPMaaS,
and NaaS), plays the role as a broker in Cloud computing
market.
Cloud Resellers (CRs) Resellers provide services on
behalf of a Cloud provider. They can become an important factor in the Cloud market when CPs expand their
businesses into new markets, for instance across continents. CPs may choose local IT consultancy ﬁrms or
resellers of their existing products to act as resellers for
their Cloud-based products in a particular region. Thus,
on the one hand, resellers may realize business opportunities of massive Cloud investments rolling into their
market, for instance in order to harness strategic partnerships, establish themselves in a new business ﬁeld or
supplement their existing infrastructures. On the other
hand, CPs can use the brand recognition, marketing and
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reselling expertise of the resellers to strengthen their position in the Cloud market. In the case of reselling the Cloud
services and oﬀering customer support on behalf of a
provider, a reseller may act as a CP to Cloud consumers.

Cloud Consumers (CCs) CCs can be broadly categorized
into two types: i) end consumers and ii) Cloud-based
service providers (CbSPs). Business organizations, government authorities, educational institutions, and individuals belong to the category of end consumers who may
use Cloud services to meet their business, national, educational and personal needs (without oﬀering any new
services to others). On the other hand, CbSPs oﬀer new
services to the consumers that are entirely hosted in
Cloud. The role of CbSPs is diﬀerent than that of the CBs,
as CBs just oﬀer the add-ons on the top of existing services, where as CbSPs develop their own business model
based on the services they oﬀer (cf. Figure 1).
Cloud Auditors (CAs) Auditors conduct independent
assessment of other entities (including Cloud Carriers) in
terms of Cloud services, information systems operations,
performance and security of the Cloud implementations.
For example, a Cloud auditor can make assessment of
security controls in the information system to determine
the level of controls implemented correctly or not. Based
on the assessment they issue a particular audit certiﬁcate which is extremely important for the consumer who
outsource in-house application to the Cloud.
Cloud Carriers (CCas) These intermediate entities
ensure seamless service provisioning by providing connectivity among Cloud entities. For example, CCas provide network, telecommunication and other devices for
accessing Cloud services. Network and telecommunication operators are also part of this category as they ensure
service distribution through their network.
In the next section, Cloud taxonomy is provided to give
a clear picture of the Cloud computing marketplaces.
Taxonomy of the cloud computing market

Existing Cloud taxonomy [17] by OpenCrowd community covers three basic service delivery models (e.g., SaaS,
PaaS, IaaS) and Cloud softwares to provide an extensive
list of CPs. We further extend the taxonomy by including the Cloud entities and other service delivery models
(e.g., NaaS, IPMaaS, and DaaS) to provide a more concrete
picture of Cloud computing marketplaces.
According to OpenCrowd’s Cloud taxonomy, CPs are
classiﬁed into four categories based on the type of services they oﬀer. In this taxonomy, providers of three noncanonical service models – DaaS, NaaS and IPMaaS – are
missing. Moreover, except CPs, the other Cloud entities
mentioned in section “Cloud entities” are not part of the
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taxonomy. Our objective is to provide a taxonomy where
all the entities can be incorporated based on the types
of services they are related with. We omit the category
“Cloud softwares” as the providers belong to that category
easily ﬁt into our taxonomy with extended service delivery
models.
The Cloud taxonomy (cf. Figure 1) illustrates the entities of today’s Cloud marketplaces. The entities are categorized based on the roles they are playing in Cloud
marketplaces. Each of the entities is further categorized
based on the types of services they are oﬀering or consuming. A brief discussion regarding the taxonomy is given as
follows.
In the ﬁrst row, CPs are listed according to the service
delivery models (see section “Service delivery models”). In
each of the service delivery models, there are various types
of services that are oﬀered by the CPs. For example, it can
be seen that Zoho oﬀers a particular type of SaaS products, desktop productivity, but is not one of the companies
providing, for instance, social networks as a service.
In the second row, CBs are listed according to the types
of services they are brokering. For example, Right Scale
provides a Cloud management platform which gives consumers the ﬂexibility of managing their infrastructures
(e.g., virtual OS images) hosted by diﬀerent Cloud infrastructure providers.
In the third row, CRs are listed under the respective CPs
for whose oﬀerings they act as resellers. Only a few of the
CPs publicize a list of their resellers.
In the fourth row, CCs are depicted according to the
business model they follow. For example, Animoto, a
video rendering service provider hosted in the Amazon
Cloud (thus, acting as a service provider to its customers,
but consuming Cloud-based computing services from
Amazon), is oﬀering rendering services to its end consumers for creating video slides from the given images.
End consumers, however, consume Cloud services but do
not provide Cloud services to other customers as part of
their primary business model. For example, educational
institutions (e.g., Chalmers University of Technology or
the University of Amsterdam), business organizations
(e.g., Eli Lilly [15]) and government authorities (e.g., Los
Angeles city government [18]) use Cloud resources for
their IT needs but not selling the services outside their
boundary or to the consumers outside the organizations.
In the ﬁfth row, a range of cloud audit standards (or services) are listed according to the audit related resources
from the Cloud Security Alliance [19]. Note that the list is
not limited to these standards or services.
The Cloud taxonomy presented here gives a clear idea
about the diversiﬁed market structure of Cloud computing. This obviously appear as one of the incentives
for the consumers to adopt Cloud computing business
model through many alternatives. However, there are
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Figure 1 Cloud taxonomy.

service providers of diﬀerent service quality and the nontransparent nature of Cloud computing introduce considerable obstacles which make the consumers sceptic to
adopt Cloud computing as a part of their business model.

Adoption of cloud computing
Cloud computing oﬀers incentives for each of the Cloud
entities. However, these incentives are not free of obstacles (hindrances for cloud adoption).

Incentives for cloud adoption

Primary incentives for Cloud entities depend on the role
of these entities in the service provisioning process. In
such a process, an entity is either a consumer or provider
of a particular service. The immediate beneﬁt for entities fulﬁlling the provider role, i.e., CPs, CBs, CRs, and
CCas primarily lies in enabling their business and oﬀering new business opportunities. Organizational CPs stand
to gain from providing Cloud services, generating proﬁt
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by making their expertise in IT and unused computing
capabilities available to consumers.
From a Cloud Consumer (CC) point of view, the
adoption of Cloud computing by individuals is already
widespread. Organizational Cloud Consumers, ranging
from start-ups to SMEs (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises) to large companies and NGOs (Non-Government
Organizations), are outsourcing IT resources in the Cloud
in order to leverage a number of key beneﬁts, ultimately
related to both cost and capabilities. We see the following key beneﬁts: cost reduction, dynamic resource sharing, pay-per-use, fast roll out of new services, dynamic
resource availability which are detailed in [12].
Hindrances for cloud adoption

As outlined above, CCs, particularly on the institutional
level, can leverage considerable beneﬁts by switching
to applications run in the Cloud. This has prompted
Gartner Inc. to identify Cloud computing as one of the top
strategic technologies for the year 2010 [20], thereby further highlighting the importance for companies and other
institutional consumers.
However, actual adoption of Cloud computing by businesses is still lagging. A number of concerns contribute to this, generally showing that conﬁdence in the
new technology still has to grow. Some of these concerns have been identiﬁed in recent articles. Researchers
from the RAD lab of UC Berkeley, for instance, have
identiﬁed 10 speciﬁc concerns (i.e., availability, data
lock-in, data conﬁdentiality & auditability, data transfer
bottlenecks, etc.) [21] regarding the adoption of cloudbased services. Recently, another group of researchers
identiﬁed a number of threats and risks (i.e., security & privacy threats, weak Service Level Agreements
(SLAs), lack of reliability, etc.) to adopt cloud-based services and discussed how these aﬀect the consumers’
trust on cloud providers [12]. As a further example,
another survey [22] about Cloud computing, from the
perspective of SMEs, shows that security and the liability for incidents involving the infrastructure are major
concerns for potential Cloud consumers among SMEs
at present.
With enterprises hesitant to move into Cloud computing, CPs are unable to realize the full potential of the
Cloud market. By identifying and addressing customer
concerns, CPs have thus the opportunity to increase their
proﬁts. The same reasoning also applies to potential CBs
and CRs. They do, however, act in a dual role, both consuming Cloud Services and providing them. They have,
as service providers, a vested interest to attract customers
to their oﬀerings. However, they are not controlling the
entire service provisioning process because they have to
rely on the CPs that supply the services they expand or
resell. The Cloud enables their business models, while
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at the same time, concerns regarding Cloud adoption
hamper their success.
The issues faced by both providers and prospective consumers of Cloud services boil down to an unwillingness
on the part of the consuming party to depend on the providing party. Thus, the overall acceptance, and thus the
success of enterprise service provisioning in Cloud computing, hinges on whether or not consumers are willing
to relinquish control over potentially business relevant
information, data or internal processes. Often, losing this
control exposes the depending party to a considerable risk
if internal, sensitive data is divulged or (time-critical) services are not being rendered adequately by the provider.
In order to overcome this signiﬁcant challenge, consumers
have to be put in a position where they can reliably assess
the dependability of a service provider [3]. At the same
time, service providers have to be able to truthfully represent their dependability. If both these objectives can be
achieved, consumers have a basis for making well-founded
decisions about whether or not to depend on a particular
service providers.
Trust as a facilitator

Predicting the future behaviour of a partner in a situation involving uncertain outcomes is usually achieved, in
social contexts, through the concept of trust. Various factors contribute to the establishment of a trust relationship
between two partners, ranging from general assumptions
about the legal or social environment, to the immediate public reputation of each of the partners, to concrete,
actual prior experiences made during previous interactions [23]. Particularly the last factor, direct prior experience, represents a strong indicator of the dependability of
a potential partner.
In the Cloud environment, however, entities potentially
initiate transactions with each other without having had
prior contacts. Due to the resulting lack of direct experience shared among a particular pairing of consumer
and provider, consumers often hold insuﬃcient information for reliably predicting the quality of a service and the
trustworthiness of its provider. Lack of experience with a
service provider, for instance regarding data privacy and
security policies, thus represents a speciﬁc hurdle to the
adoption of Cloud computing.
This situation is exacerbated by CPs seemingly giving
overcommitted assurances while at the same time limiting liability for failure to achieve the assured levels of
service in their SLAs. In other words, providers today
tend to make promises that they are unwilling to back up.
Several CPs, for instance, promise high availability, such
as 100% or 99.99% availability of a service – the latter
translates to 52 minutes downtime a year. In the light of
recently reported Cloud service outages [24]), this seems
unreasonably optimistic (if not to say, wholly unrealistic).
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Thus, Cloud Providers currently do not represent their
dependability truthfully. The lack of meaningful information results in mistrust. Dedicated trust management, in
the sense of [25], leveraging trust and reputation concepts,
is required to permit consumers to fully embrace Cloud
Computing.
Trust and the related concept of reputation are two
essential mechanisms in the facilitation of decision making in many economic and social ﬁelds, from ancient ﬁsh
markets to modern eCommerce. In order to be applicable,
however, the somewhat broad term ‘trust’ has to be speciﬁed a bit further. A common deﬁnition of trust [4,26,27]
in computational applications describes it is a subjective
expectation of one entity about another within a speciﬁc context at a given time. Thus, trust can serve as an
estimation of future behavior.
Reputation is deﬁned as what is believed about an
entity’s standing by the community [4]. This belief can be
derived from previous experience, using past behavior to
predict future actions. This experience can be either direct
or indirect. Direct experience connotes what has been
learned by an evaluating entity about another from previous interactions between these two entities. Meanwhile,
indirect experience is built from either (a) observations
of interactions between the entity under evaluation and
a third or (b) recommendations given to the evaluating entity by another member of its community. Usually,
determining trust, i.e., computing a subjective expectation
of another entity’s future actions, is based upon the reputation that entity has – thus, reputation directly aﬀects
trust. However, trust, as a subjective, dyadic relation
between entities, also aﬀects reputation. Trust represents
the opinion of one entity towards a speciﬁc other, while
the collective opinions of (all) entities constitute reputation. Thus, trust aﬀects the reputation of an entity and vice
versa [28].
Reputation clearly is an important aspect of trust establishment, a fact evident in the numerous reputation-based
computational trust models in existence [4]. It is, however,
not the only important one. Aside from reputation, the
intentions, capabilities and competencies of the partners
in a potential interaction also contribute to the assessment of trust. A consumer, for instance, is more likely to
trust a service provider to deliver a satisfactory performance, if the service provider can credibly represent its
ability to meet the consumer’s requirements. It can do so
by relying on its public standing and general history of
delivering a service well, i.e. its reputation. However, it can
also provide documents, certiﬁcates or audits to show that
its capabilities are suﬃcient for the consumer.

Trust in cloud computing
Trust issues become particularly important when
data processing is decentralized across geographically
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dispersed data centres and resources are distributed
beyond a deﬁnable and controllable perimeter, which
is especially true in the Cloud computing scenario. In
the next section, we illustrate an example to show the
importance of trust establishment in Cloud computing,
in particular establishing trust on Cloud providers.
Motivating example

The example we illustrate here is of a healthcare provider
who wants to outsource their in-house application that
deal with medical records to a Cloud-based service. The
main goal is to minimize the IT expenditure as well
as allow seamless access to these medical records using
the Cloud-based service to doctors, patients, and insurance companies. The medical records consist of private
information and by outsourcing them in a Cloud-based
service one has to make sure that the most dependable
Cloud provider host the service. The healthcare provider
require assurances regarding compliance (e.g., HIPAA
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act)),
data protection through security and privacy controls,
geographical location (data should not leave the political
border) and high availability of the services. The healthcare provider considers the CPs trustworthy if they are
dependable in fulﬁlling the assurances.
Since the Cloud computing market for oﬀering medical record services is competitive, the healthcare provider
is facing the challenge of selecting a potential provider
that is best-suited and most appropriate for them, from
numerous alternatives. Assume that all of these providers
have the same functionality and provide the assurances
according to the healthcare provider’s requirements. In
order to select the trustworthy Cloud provider, the consumer (i.e., the healthcare provider) has to compare the
oﬀered services or solutions independently which is, in
fact, a cumbersome task. This task includes analysing
the SLAs and ﬁnding out the clauses according to their
requirements, checking whether the provider abide by the
speciﬁc audit standards or studying the CAIQ (Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire) [29] from STAR
(Security, Trust & Assurance Registry) [30] by CSA (Cloud
Security Alliance) to learn about the present security
controls of the Cloud provider.
Current trends for trust establishment

There are ad-hoc approaches to support the consumers
in selecting trustworthy (or dependable) CPs. We classify
and brieﬂy analyse these approaches as follows.
• SLAs: In practice, one way to establish trust on CPs
is the fulﬁlment of SLAs. SLA validation [31] and
monitoring [32] schemes are used to quantify what
exactly a CP is oﬀering and which assurances are
actually met. In Cloud computing environments,
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customers are responsible for monitoring SLA
violations and informing the providers for
compensation. The compensation clauses in SLAs
are written by the CPs in such a way so that the
customers merely get the advantage of applying for
compensation (e.g., service credits) due to SLA
violation. This problem arise for not having
standardized SLAs for the stakeholders in Cloud
computing marketplace. Although, the problem is
addressed by industry driven initiative [33] for
establishing standardized SLAs, this initiative is far
from implementation in practice.
• Audits: CPs use diﬀerent audit standards (e.g., SAS
70 II, FISMA, ISO 27001) to assure users about their
oﬀered services and platforms. For example, Google
lists SAS 70 II and FISMA certiﬁcation to ensure
users about the security and privacy measures taken
for Google Apps. The audit SAS 70 II covers only the
operational performance (e.g., policies and
procedures inside datacenters) and relies on a highly
speciﬁc set of goals and standards. They are not
suﬃcient to alleviate the users’ security concerns [34]
and most of the CPs are not willing to share the audit
reports, which also leads to a lack of transparency.
• Measuring & Ratings: Recently, a Cloud
marketplace [35] has been launched to support
consumers in identifying dependable CPs. They are
rated based on a questionnaire that needs to be ﬁlled
in by current CCs. In the future, Cloud Commons
aims to combine consumer feedback with technical
measurements for assessing and comparing the
trustworthiness of CPs. Furthermore, there is a new
commercial Cloud marketplace named SpotCloud
[36] that provides a platform where CCs can choose
among potential providers in terms of cost, quality,
and location. Here, the CPs’ ratings are given in an
Amazon-like “star” interface with no documentation
on how the ratings are computed.
• Self-assessment Questionnaires: The CSA
proposed a detailed questionnaire for ensuring
security control transparency of CPs – called the
CAIQ (Consensus Assessment Initiative
Questionnaire). This questionnaire provides means
for assessing the capabilities and competencies of CPs
in terms of diﬀerent attributes (e.g., compliance,
information security, governance). However, the CSA
metrics working group does not provide any
proposals for a metric to evaluate CAIQ yet. This is
necessary for comparing the potential CPs based on
the answered assessment questionnaire stored in the
STAR. Furthermore, the information stored in the
STAR repository can be checked against the CCM
(Cloud Control Matrix) [19]. This will provide the
assurance whether services oﬀered by the CPs comply
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with the industry-accepted security standards, audits,
regulations, control frameworks (cf. Figure 1 ) or not.
Limitations of current trends

The trends currently followed by the CPs are mostly adhoc. These trends are either considering technical and
functional features or the user feedback for establishing
trust on CPs. Thus, these trends are lacking a uniﬁed
approach (i.e., trust evaluation framework) where all these
trends can be considered complementary to support the
consumers in evaluating the providers and selecting the
most trustworthy (or dependable) one. Moreover, the current approaches (e.g., analysing the SLAs or studying
the audit reports) are time consuming and cumbersome.
Therefore, the CCs (e.g., the healthcare provider) may
skip the idea of outsourcing the in-house application
to the Cloud. Figure 2 visualizes the current trends for
trust establishment from the perspective of the healthcare
provider.
In the next section, the technical solutions are envisioned to overcome the limitations of current trends and
support the consumers in selecting trustworthy providers.
Overcoming the limitations of current trends

To overcome the limitations of the current trends the
technical solutions should go beyond simply selecting a
service provider based upon purely technical features,
such as classical QoS (quality of service) parameters.
Rather, trust has to be established, both regarding individual service providers and the Cloud computing paradigm
in general. This trust extends to CPs supplying reliable
services, maintaining conﬁdentiality, integrity and availability, conforming to contracts and SLAs, etc. On a more
abstract plane, consumers have to trust that Cloud computing is a secure and economically sound paradigm in
order to facilitate Cloud computing as a business model.
On a technical, but also on a commercial side, trust has to
be made measurable, in order to represent it in decision
making contexts (e.g., for provider selection). If Cloud services are not transparent with regard to their features (e.g.,
security, service performance, geographical location,etc.),
underlying service compositions and the technical infrastructure, trust and quality cannot be factored to decision making processes (e.g., provider selection). Lack of
transparency of a service creates an asymmetry between
consumer and provider. The consequences of such an
asymmetry have been described by Ackerloﬀ in his article A Market for Lemons [37]. While the original example
describe the eﬀects with regard to the sale of used cars,
the results are nonetheless transferable to modern eCommerce. In [37], expensive but high quality products are
driven out of the market in favour of low-cost alternatives,
because customers are unable to assess the reliability of
the sellers. In another article [5], the author points out a
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Figure 2 Visualization of current trends for trust establishment in Cloud.

typical scenario where a Cloud provider can oﬀer a “wonderfully” secure service while another may not. In analogy
to the market of lemons example, if the latter charges
half the price, the majority of organizations will opt for
this cheaper competitor as there is no practicable way to
explore the diﬀerence. To assist customers in exploring
the diﬀerences and selecting the most trustworthy Cloud
provider, a trust-aided uniﬁed evaluation framework is
needed. Trust and Reputation (TR) models used in various application environments represent a promising and
essential basis for such a framework .
Figure 3 visualizes the trust-aided technical solution for
supporting the consumers (e.g., healthcare provider) in
interacting with the most trustworthy Cloud provider.

TR models for cloud marketplaces: requirements
and challenges
TR models have been proven useful for decision making in numerous service environments (e.g., e-commerce,
p2p networks, product reviews) [4,38]. The concepts have
also been adapted in grid computing [39,40], inter-cloud
computing environments [41], and selecting web services [42]. These trust models mainly consider interaction

experiences and behavioural (e.g., p2p networks) or technical (e.g., grid computing, web services) observations
for selecting trustworthy entities. Both of these aspects
and related parameters are equally important to consider
when selecting trustworthy service providers in Cloud
marketplaces.
Cloud based services are hosted in massively distributed and complex systems (highly abstract and nontransparent). Because of this distributed complex service
oriented architecture, consumers have to consider the
parameters which are related to both aspects (i.e., interaction experiences and technical) for current TR models
in numerous service environments. Moreover, TR models
for Cloud computing environments need to take speciﬁc
cloud-related parameters into account for trustworthy
service provider selection. These parameters go beyond
the usual QoS parameters [43], which are considered
when selecting web service providers.
QoS+ Parameters for TR models

Recently, researchers proposed QoS+ (beyond the usual
QoS) parameters for TR models in Cloud environments
[12]. These parameters are identiﬁed based on the state-
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of-the-art survey of threats and risks discussed in [12].
Moreover, a recent article [3] published a list of functional
and non-functional trust aﬀectors based on a extensive
survey conducted among the Cloud entities. This survey
clearly shows the consumers’ interest and need of reckoning the trust aﬀectors for establishing trust on Cloud
providers. The QoS+ parameters map quite closely to
the trust aﬀectors identiﬁed in the survey article. The
mapping shows the usefulness and absolute need of such
parameters for selecting trustworthy service providers in
Cloud environments. Therefore, considering the cloudspeciﬁc parameters (i.e., QoS+) for trust models in Cloud
environments in turn support the consumers to know the
capabilities and competencies of the CPs before interacting with them.
TR models require direct and indirect information (i.e.,
experiences, observations, opinions) regarding the QoS+
parameters for trust computation and evaluation phase.
The information about the parameters are often available
from multiple entities and parties (e.g., CPs, CCs, CAs,
CBs, CCas). They provide the information through different measures or approaches. Hence, the approaches
followed in current trends (cf. Section “Current trends
for trust establishment”) are considered complimentary
for trust establishment. In Table 1 , the QoS+parameters
are listed along with their corresponding sources of

information, the existing approaches used for deriving the
information. The parameters are discussed brieﬂy in the
following:
1. SLAs: The entities that are providing services are
required to follow standardized SLA, e.g., proposed
by Cloud Computing Use Cases community [33].
The SLA speciﬁcation of CPs then can be assessed
based on the compliance to the standardized format.
This compliance is further factored into trust
assessment of CPs. The information regarding the
SLAs is considered to be direct, as these agreements
are usually between the corresponding entities
(e.g., CCs and CPs, CPs and CBs, CPs
and CCas).
2. Compliance: CPs use audit standards as an
assurance for the existence of technical (e.g.,
security) and organizational controls related to their
oﬀered services. The CAs assess these controls and
issue certiﬁcates for the CPs based on the assessment
reports. Otherwise, the information about those
controls are provided by CPs in the STAR repository
and can be checked against the CCM initiated by
CSA. The results about the audit compliance can be
obtained directly from the CPs or indirectly from
the CSA.
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Table 1 QoS+ Parameters: information sources and approaches
QoS+ Parameters

Who provide the information?

How to derive the information?

SLA

CPs, CBs, CCs, CCas

Standardized SLAs

Compliance

CAs, CSA

Audit Standards, CCM

CPs

SLAs

CCs, CPs, CBs, CCas

SLAs, User Feedback

Performance

CBs, Independent Third-party, CCs, CPs

Measurement, User Feedback

Federated IdM

CPs

SLAs

Security

CSA, CPs, CAs

CSA CAIQ, Certiﬁcate-based Attestation mechanism, Audits

User Feedback

CCs

Measurement and Ratings (User Feedback)

CCs, CBs, CRs

Context Dependency and Similarity techniques

Portability
Interoperability
Geographical Location
Customer Support

Service Deployment Models
Service Delivery Models

3. Portability, Interoperability, and Geographical
Location: The information regarding these
parameters are directly obtainable from the CPs. The
existence of terms and clauses related to these
parameters documented in the SLAs are the valid
form of information in this case.
4. Customer Support: CPs usually provide assurances
about terms and clauses related to “customer
support” in their SLAs. TCBs and CCas are also
required to include similar terms in their SLAs for
their respective consumers (e.g., CPs or CBs or CCs).
The SLA-based terms and clauses can be
complemented by considering experiences from the
existing consumers and factor into overall trust
computation of CPs or CCas.
5. Performance: In Cloud computing environments,
the information about the performance related
parameter (e.g., availability, latency, bandwidth,
elasticity) is obtained using service monitoring
technologies. CPs and CBs usually provide the
application for monitoring such parameters which
are usually used after the service provisioning
contract. CCs also can hire the independent
third-party brokers (if required) to monitor those
parameters before provisioning the services. In this
case, the monitored or observed data regarding the
performance parameters can be compared among
the potential providers or with the agreed data stated
in the SLAs to validate them [44]. The validation
result (i.e., success or failure) or the comparison of
performances then may inﬂuence the evaluation of
trustworthiness of CPs.
6. Federated IdM: The information regarding this
particular parameter is provided by the CPs through
their SLAs. This parameter is required for the

federated enterprises using common cloud-based
services.
7. Security: CCs want to know about the existence of
certain security controls when outsourcing their IT
resources to the cloud. The CSA initiated CAIQ [29],
a self-assessment questionnaire designed for the CPs
to document their security controls, to increase
transparency between the providers and consumers
by publishing it in a public repository. Moreover, CPs
host services in trusted virtualized platforms using
the trusted computing (TC) technology. In a
distributed service environments (e.g, Cloud
computing), consumers can learn about the security
or non-security related behaviour of the software
components running on those platforms using
remote-attestation mechanism, e.g., [45].
8. User Feedback: Feedback, recommendation,
reviews from the consumers are valuable for service
selection in e-marketplaces. This concept is also
adapted in Cloud marketplaces (e.g.,
CloudCommons, SpotCloud) where CCs share their
experiences about the cloud services they
provisioned. The information about their experiences
may appear as quantitative (e.g., satisfaction score)
and/or qualitative (e.g., reviews) forms. Consumers’
experiences can be used to evaluate the CPs as a
whole or with respect to each QoS+ parameter.
9. Service Deployment and Delivery Models: Trust
models are usually context-speciﬁc and it is
important to consider in the TR models for service
selection in Cloud environments. The service
delivery models (cf. Section “Service delivery
models”) and service deployment models (cf.
Section “Deployment models”) should be factored as
a contextual parameter in trust models. Hence, the
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context dependency and similarity techniques [46,47]
are considered complementary for the trust models
in Cloud environments.
Properties and challenges of TR models

TR models require speciﬁc properties to incorporate
QoS+ parameters for trust establishment in Cloud environments. The integration of these parameters into a
TR model speciﬁcally tailored to the use in Cloud environments introduces further challenges. The following
sections comprise essential properties and related challenges for consideration:
1. Multi-faceted Trust Computation: The
computation of trust should consider the parameters
listed in Section “QoS+ Parameters for TR models”,
which refer to the competencies and capabilities of a
service provider in certain aspects, for instance,
providing security measures, accreditation,
bandwidth or customer support. Integrating these
diﬀerent aspects brings up multi-faceted challenges
regarding computation of trust, which are as follows.
• Multi-criteria: The assessment of the
trustworthiness of an entity should consider all
relevant parameters, which usually means to
take into account multiple parameters
describing diﬀerent qualities of a service
(composition) or its provider. Especially the
aggregation of objective parameters (e.g., expert
ratings or real-time measurements) and
subjective parameters (e.g., recommendations
by other consumers) is a major challenge.
• Multi-root: When integrating multiple
parameters into a TR model, one has to consider
that the quantitative or qualitative information,
being factored into the trust establishment
process, can be derived from diﬀerent roots.
Furthermore, one has to consider that those
roots might have very diﬀerent characteristics;
for instance, information derived from a trusted
platform module (TPM) or certiﬁcates provided
by a property attestation authority (sometimes
referred to as hard trust) need to be handled
diﬀerently from trust information derived from
user feedback (sometimes referred to as soft
trust). Therefore, the combination of
information from diﬀerent roots poses another
major challenge.
• Multi-context: As a single service provider may
oﬀer diﬀerent services that require diﬀerent
competencies, a computational model should be
able to reﬂect the context in which a service
provider has established trust. In Cloud
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computing, the diﬀerent context can refer to
diﬀerent service delivery models. For example, a
service provider might be trustworthy in
delivering SaaS but not PaaS or IaaS. Moreover,
if a trust model is able to consider that an entity
has diﬀerent trust values in diﬀerent contexts,
the model should be able to reason about the
overall trustworthiness of an entity, or about the
trustworthiness of a newly deployed service
(e.g., based on the knowledge which
components that are already used in other
contexts are re-used for the
new service).
2. Customization and Aggregation: Another issue
that is relevant when selecting or designing of trust
or reputation mechanism relates to how much
customization should be supported and where
should the trust values be aggregated.
• Trust Customization (Global reputation vs
Local/Subjective trust values): When trust is
derived from diﬀerent parameters, it is possible
to consider subjective interests and
requirements that dependent on the entity
evaluating the trustworthiness of a service
provider. This leads to a local (subjective) trust
value. However, a global trust value is
independent from who evaluates
trustworthiness of a service provider.
On the one hand, the local (i.e., subjective) trust
values provide means for considering the
preference of each user in detail. Customization
allows users to deﬁne the parameters relevant
for trust establishment from their point of view,
to weight the parameters according to his
preferences and to consider which sources of
information the user believes to be more
trustworthy. For example, one customer might
give preference (a higher weight) to security
measures, whereas for another customer a
high-quality customer support is more
important.
On the other hand, service providers might be
more interested in the calculation of a global
trust (or reputation) value, as this might be
more directly inﬂuenced and observed by the
companies.
• Trust Aggregation (Centralized vs
Decentralized): Usually, there are two diﬀerent
fundamental approaches to store and aggregate
trust-related information;
The ﬁrst one is to host the information in a
centralized repository, the other is to use a
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decentralized approach. Both have distinct
advantages and disadvantages: In centralized
trust models – requiring a trusted third party –
users cannot manipulate the data except by
providing ratings to the central system. The
aggregation methodology can be kept secret and
the individual ratings of an entity are (usually
and ideally) not published or distributed.
However, the trusted authority hosting the
centralized repository may manipulate the
results and represent a single point for attacks.
Decentralized trust models do not require a
trusted third party, however, one has to trust in
the mechanisms which are used for distributing
the ratings and to consider the costs for
distributing the ratings among the entities. The
latter can be solved by applying algorithms that
aggregate the individual ratings by only
communicating with an entity’s local
neighbourhood [48]. A disadvantage of
decentralized models is that preserving privacy
is much harder as more information is
distributed between the participating entities.
3. Trust Evaluation: For complex, distributed
environments (e.g., Cloud computing) we introduce
a categorization of mechanisms that are relevant for
trust evaluation that – to the best of our knowledge –
have not been discussed in this context before:
• Black box approach: Following this approach,
the trustworthiness of an entity or a service is
evaluated taking into account only the observed
output, for example by only considering user
feedback. Models in this class treat the service as
a black box, and do not require (or consider) any
knowledge about the internal processes and
components of the service.
• Inside-out approach: Following this approach,
the trustworthiness of an entity or a service is
derived based on the knowledge about the
architecture of the service and the
trustworthiness of its components (or
subsystems). For recent approaches following
this idea, see [49,50].
• Outside-in approach: A model that is following
this approach requires knowledge about the
internal architecture of a service and its
components as input as well as information
stating the observed behaviour of the overall
service. The goal of this kind of model is to
derive the trustworthiness of internal
components of a service composition based on
its external behaviour (cf. [51]). This is far from
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trivial, but can be successful when some
components are re-used in multiple services and
if certain errors in the behaviour of the service
composition can be backtracked to the
originating component.
4. Transferring Trust between Contexts: As stated
above, customer trust in a service provider depends
on the speciﬁc application context or the scope of
interaction. Transfer of trust across those contexts is
a signiﬁcant challenge for trust and reputation
systems. Consider, for example, a service provider
oﬀering an email service and a video rendering
service – both belonging to the SaaS category. Both
application contexts require diﬀerent competencies,
for example spam protection and storage for the
email context, whereas for video rendering context,
latency, bandwidth and parameters dealing with
performance matters (e.g., response time, CDN
(Content Delivery Node) facilities, etc.) are
important. Here, transferring trust established in one
context (email) to the other one (video rendering) is
not a trivial task, and could, for instance, be
supported by combining the outside-in and the
inside-out evaluation.
5. Attack Resistance: As soon as the inﬂuence of trust
and reputation models on the decision of customers
will grow, the interests in manipulating those values
in Cloud environment will grow accordingly, as
already seen in other service environments earlier
[52]. A number of diﬀerent attacks (e.g., playbooks,
proliferation attacks, reputation lag attacks, false
praise or accusation (collusion), whitewashing (reentry), sybil attacks, etc.) against trust and reputation
systems have been discussed [52,53]. These types of
attacks will also be of concern when designing trust
and reputation system for Cloud computing
environments. Thus, attack resiliency is a central
design goal for developers of these kind of systems.
6. Transparent Trust Representation: The derived
trust values or reputation scores must be transparent
to and comprehensible enough for the consumers, so
that they can easily and conﬁdently make trust-based
decision. To make the trust values transparent and
comprehensible, users need to be supplied with an
intuitive representation of trust together with enough
information regarding the relevant parameters.
In the next section, we survey and summarize stateof-the-art trust and reputation systems and models
from diﬀerent ﬁelds of application. Particularly, attention is given to the characteristics of the models whether
they satisfy the above mentioned properties whole or
in part.
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Survey and analysis of TR systems/models
There are a number of commercial TR models, as well
as numerous proposals in diﬀerent research communities, targeting various application areas (e.g. eCommerce, product review sites, Peer to Peer (P2P) networks,
Online Social Networks (OSNs), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), ubiquitous and grid computing). In the
following, we choose seventeen promising models from
diﬀerent application ﬁelds for our analysis with respect
to the properties mentioned in section “Properties and
challenges of TR models”: eBay [54], Epinions [55], Beta
reputation [56], CertainTrust [27,28], FIRE [57], EigenTrust [58], socialREGRET [59,60], TidalTrust [61], RFSN
[62], GridEigenTrust [63], Abawajy’s model [41], TESM
[45], Unitec [64], BNTM [65], Buchegger’s model [66],
Billhardt’s model [67], Hang’s model [51].
Trust customization and trust aggregation properties are
the two most generic properties for TR models in commercial applications or research community proposals.
Most of the commercial TR models (e.g., eBay, Epinions)
support a single reputation (i.e., Global trust) score for
each customers; this score is calculated and stored in
a centralized system. Most of the TR models proposed
by the research community support local (subjective)
trust values considering the customer preference in detail
while measuring the trustworthiness of a service provider
except Eigentrust, GridEigentTrust, Abawajy’s model, and
Unitec. However, all the TR models from the research
community, we surveyed, support distributed computation and storage for trust-related information.
Most of the TR models, either in commercial applications or proposed by the research community, consider
trust information from just a single root (soft trust). However, only two trust models (FIRE and TESM) from the
research community consider two roots (from soft and
hard trust) in trust computation. Regarding trust evaluation, most TR models (commercial and research proposals) use the black box approach. A few models from the
research community, notably GridEigenTrust and TESM,
evaluate trust using the inside-out approach. One particular among the surveyed models, (Hang’s model), uses the
outside-in approach for trust evaluation.
Taking multiple criterias into account, when calculating
trust in TR models, is not common in the trust community. Commercial applications (e.g., eBay and Epinions)
support multi-criterial computation of trust. However,
eBay’s seller ratings, displayed in four distinct categories
(i.e., item described, communication, shipping time, shipping and handling charges), don’t aﬀect the general
rating system (i.e., categorical ratings are not taken into
account to compute the overall rating). Only three models – (socialREGRET, TESM, and BNTM) – proposed
by the research community, support multiple criteria in
trust computation.
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Commercial models like Epinions aggregate trust ratings from multiple contexts to provide an overall reputation score for an entity. However, commercial models
like eBay and most of the TR models proposed by the
research community, do not support the feature. A few
TR models from the research community (e.g., GridEigenTrust and BNTM) consider trust values from multiple
contexts to compute an overall trust score. However, neither GridEigenTrust nor BNTM can transfer trust across
contexts. Conversely, Billhardt’s model does not support
the multi-context feature but is capable of transferring
trust across contexts. Thus, signiﬁcant improvement is
needed regarding TR models for Cloud environments that
are to support both features.
Most of the trust models are subject to diﬀerent kinds
of attacks, while a few of them are resistant to particular attacks like false praise or accusation (FPA), sybil and
whitewashing attacks. Thus, we limit our scope to those
three attacks to keep the comparisons concise in Table 2.
CertainTrust model is resistant to sybil and FPA attacks,
while EigenTrust is resistant to sybil and Buchegger’s model
and socialREGRET are resistant to FPA attacks only. None
of the models are resistant to whitewashing attacks.
Commercial models like eBay and Epinions provide a
graphical interface (e.g., star rating) together with detailed
information (e.g., detailed seller ratings, detailed opinions)
to the customers. On the one hand, the graphical interface
in commercial models does not provide comprehensive
trust information but with the help of detailed information the models mitigate that problem. On the other hand,
most of the trust models from the research community do
not provide a graphical interface for trust representation
except the CertainTrust model and the Beta reputation
system.
Table 2 summarizes the comparison among TR models
from commercial applications and research community’s
proposals with respect to the above mentioned trust properties.
Discussion

From the analysis of diﬀerent TR models in the previous section, it can be evidenced that most of the
models we surveyed in this paper need signiﬁcant
improvement to be used in the Cloud computing environments. Speciﬁcally, multi-faceted trust computation
and transfer of trust properties are important in order
to accommodate diﬀerent service delivery contexts and
multiple parameters that are needed to establish trust
on Cloud providers. Trust evaluation approaches, especially the outside-in approach, are essential to evaluate
the trustworthiness of Cloud providers of complex composite services or distributed systems. Thus, trust evaluation approaches should consider the trustworthiness
of underlying subsystems and components of complex
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Table 2 Characterization of existing trust and reputation (TR) models and systems

1

(S=Soft trust; H=Hard trust).
2
(Bb=Black box; Io=Inside-out; Oi=Outside-in).
3
(FPA=False Praise Accusation; S=Sybil attack; W=Whitewashing attack).
4
(UI=User Interface; C=Comprehensiveness).
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systems. Attack resistance is also an essential property
for trust models in general. Trust model in Cloud environments should also possess this property to ensure
reliable trust score for consumers. Finally, consumers
need an intuitive trust representation (graphical interface with comprehensive trust information) which is also
very important in terms of transparency and usability.
All these speciﬁc properties are essential for integrating in a uniﬁed trust evaluation framework (cf. Figure 3)
(i.e., trust management system [25]) by means of TR
models.

Conclusions
This article is the ﬁrst survey focusing on the technical
solution to the obstacles for adopting Cloud computing by
means of TR models and systems. We provide a extended
Cloud taxonomy to better understand the diversiﬁed market structure and how it is related to the adoption of
Cloud computing. We have discussed the necessity of
trust establishment and its inﬂuence on the adoption of
Cloud computing from the perspective of Cloud entities. We have classiﬁed the current trends of trust establishment and identiﬁed their limitations by means of a
use case where a healthcare provider face the challenge
of selecting the most trustworthy Cloud provider. We
have demonstrated the value of uniﬁed trust evaluation
framework (i.e., a trust management system) by means
of TR models and their required properties for establishing trust in Cloud environments. These properties and
corresponding challenges are valuable for future research
in designing trust-aided evaluation framework for Cloud
environments.
TR models and systems provide mean for trustworthy interactions in online communities. Understanding
the existing models/systems and their comparison in
terms of required properties is an important ﬁrst step
towards developing robust systems in the future. This
article has aimed to provide rigid properties to compare the existing models/systems and bring understanding of these systems to a broader Cloud computing
community, including trust-aided system developers and
practitioners.
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